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Our story begins 2000 years ago.  Our ancestral relatives, 
medical shamans, observed the extraordinary properties of a 
selected group of  synergistic botanical compounds that      
cured various health conditions, extended life and provided            
l ife- altering health benefits. Today we are harnessing that 
knowledge for the first time, offering hope for natural healing 
you can actually feel. This can truly revitalize our world using 
nature.

The age-old mythical spring of the 
fountain of youth is within our grasp    
with the life-changing discovery of 
Cor4Mito Lab's Cofactor-R. 
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With CoR from Nature,

Personal Wellness &  

Healing can be yours.          
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  The most basic component of our body is the 
Human Cell.  In  each of our 35 tril l ion cells are 
numerous "Mitochondria" -  these very small 
microscopic organelles produce energy for all of 
our bodily  functions. We use that energy  in the 
Activities of Daily Living(ADLs).  Everything we do 
takes a lot of energy, and everyone has to produce 
that energy from food. Our bodies need the 
highest quality fuel and optimal health. That is 
where CoFactor R  can play an important role in 

achieving, restoring and maintaining wellness for 
you. It does this by getting to the "core" of the 
energy-producing system, the mitochondria, 
within every cell.  CoFactor R "charges" the energy 
pathways to  "power up"   the building blocks of  
life. The genesis  of success and expression of 
love in your life will rest entirely upon the choices 
you make and  the health and energy  you have. 
Make a better choice for optimal health with 
Cofactor R.

CoFactor R is a naturally derived supplement from 
whole foods.  While it significantly enhances your 
body's self-defenses against pathogens, a number 
of other personal wellness benefits engage: 
? Significant anti-aging action                                   ? Rejuvenates cellular function                               

? Enhanced recovery from illness                               ? Reverses neurodegeneration

? Reverses/ reduces inflammation                               ? Supercharges sexual libido 

? Increases physical endurance                                   ? Supports healthy gums &  teeth

? Reverses gastrointestinal issues                               ?  Stops macular degeneration                        

? Reverses cardiomyopathy                                          ? Supports weight loss                                                             
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?IF YOU ARE DEPRESSED YOU ARE LIVING IN THE PAST. IF YOU ARE ANXIOUS YOU ARE 
LIVING IN THE FUTURE. IF YOU ARE AT PEACE YOU ARE LIVING IN THE PRESENT?                        
?  LAO TZU (600 BC) 

      Cofactor R has given hundreds of people peace of mind, restorat ion 

of health and confidence to overcome life challenges 
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Our story continues with our current Life Science  

research to innovate discovery from antiquity.  Our 
mission is  to engender healthy living and set in 
motion wellness pathways for extreme health, to 
accelerate recovery from life's many challenges. 

 After exhaustive hours of isolating the unique 
components from plants, while keeping energetic 
signature profiles intact, our research resulted in  
Cofactor R with its many benefits. 

 We extensively tested  Cofactor R and examined the 
results in the lab. It was important for our company   
to establish safety and efficacy. We knew that for 
thousands of years our direct ancestors had used 
Cofactor R for a healthy life as exemplified in  the so 

called Blue Zones, where people lived a long life free 
of disease, happy and healthy.  

Lab results verified our assumptions of the efficacy of   

CoFactor R's  metabolic action.  Next was years of  

long research and development with hundreds of 
volunteer patients, who trusted our science, our 
history of care and vision. The direct first hand 
experience and feedback was extraordinary and 
compelling. The results -  hundreds of testimonials 
and health changing outcomes. The inescapable 
conclusion was that our new formulary,  CoFactor R,  
helped many recover from numerous health 
conditions and achieve exceptional health with 
documented benefits.  

Cofactor R dynamically and fundamentally 
changes the way our cellular power plants work 
for optimal health. Mitochondria are essential 
components in human cells, serving as power 
plants and energy sources.
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Takeaways:

There are a host of reasons that 
the right nutraceutical can improve 
the quality of your life. It is a fact - 
we suffer from Age-Related illness, 
Sexual Dysfunction,  Degenerative 
Disease, Pathogens, Environmental 
Toxins and sudden sickness.  

CoFactor R can and will           

revitalize, recharge, reinvigorate 
your life and physique. 

Health challenges are 
certain, it's time to take 
control of Wellness. 

1

This your life and everyone needs 
you to be the best you can be.    
The path you choose and the  
opportunity for health and 
wellness will only occur if you  
take action today.  The future is 

now and Cofactor R is a proven 

safe and effective way to create a 
healthy life with nature's potent 
healing power. 

Proven effective, lab 
tested, clinically verified, 
FDA registered. 

2

 Viruses, bacteria,  prion infections 
and pathogens in general are 
appearing with more virulence. 

CoFactor R can activate your 

immune system and overcome 
health challenges. Our research 
indicates improvements in 
functional immune systems and 
cessation of morbidity associated 
with many serious conditions.  

Covid-19 created a health 
crisis; it's mutations are 
emerging. It is time to  
build your immune system. 

3
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Every single person who has tried Cofactor R makes 
similar statements:  "There is something changing or 
working better inside me".  "CoR is making a 
difference in my health".  "I feel better-something is 
going on" .  CoFactor R is safe,  subtle and gentle. 
Consumers report they are aware over time 
intuitively and physically of wellness. 

It is important you understand what Cofactor R does 
not do. There is no caffeine nor do you get the jitters 
or have reactions or mood swings.

CoR is not Ephedra, or some phony performance 
enhancement body building supplement.  It is not 
meant to replace medications or have you stop 
medically prescribed treatment. In fact we are 
unaware of any side effect or interactions, as it is a 
food derived nutrient. Its action is entirely new, 
different and proven safe. 

It is not a narcotic and has no relation to any drugs 
that plague our society. In fact CoR  may be helpful in 
the spectrum of mental health issues and recovery.  

 If you have come this far, we are reaching those who 
can take the next steps in personal wellness and find 
that elusive solution that has existed in our family for 
thousands of years. It is important that we share our 
history and discovery with people everywhere  to 
create a better world. So we invite you to join us and 
feel the Power of Cofactor R as all of our staff , our 
patients,  friends and family do every day. 

      People can feel the Power of CoFactor R 
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T h e  C h a l l e n g e  
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Each day t here is oppor t unit y t o l ive a l i fe of  healt h and well being. 

                       Try CoFact or  R and t ell us your  exper ience:

                                   www.cor4nut ra.com      



Our story  is really just beginning. Our new company was formed to 
provide this beneficial nutrient to the world in a time of crisis to help 
people in need. Join us in the quest for better health and a better 
world. 

     See our Technical White Paper, and Websites for more information

              www.cor4nut ra.com

Every so often a new emergent technology 
revolutionizes our lives. 

Cofactor R enables people to take control of their 
health and achieve freedom through wellness.  
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